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About This Content

This DLC contains 8 new characters, all with animations and sounds. You only need to purchase DLC and install it to unlock
new characters in "seek girl"!

This time there are 8 different styles of girls: sexy nurses, exotic cat girls, poor girls and so on. More girls need you to find, go
play games.

Players with questions can be resolved by:
1Search group "Little White Rabbit dsgame"
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I enjoyed the game, and feel like I got what I payed for, but there are other better options. It's particularly disappointing that the
really great parts of the game are ruined by clunky interface and game mechanics that feel half-finished.

This a has a lot of unique features that work well (office layout, MMO system), but unfortunately most of the other features feel
unfinished or bugged. For example, one of the obstacles you have to overcome is limited space, since spreading your team
across multiple buildings gives a penalty. This is fine, but the option to move teams to different offices is bugged and the game
provides no tools to figure out who needs to be placed where or what team they are on. On top of that, it feels like you should be
able to subdivide a team into different departments with their own managers (art department, sound department, etc.) but this is
not a feature. It's also frustrating that different buildings are treated as independent studios, rather than part of a larger campus.
(You can't, say, build a kitchen in one building to be available to all buildings.)

There are also a ton of QOL features that really need to be implemented (though there are already many optional ones that help
a lot) like automatic sequel naming and repeat marketing. Game reviews are essentially mandatory reading, but there's no option
to automatically read them and it's possible to accidentally miss them. Many of your team's skill are hidden beneath dialogue
options (basically everything the manager actually does) in a way that doesn't really mesh with the rest of the game. UI for
placing and moving items is inconsistent. UI categories are confusing (rival companies are listed under the build menu?). It
doesn't help that most, if not all of these, have been brought up on the forum but never addressed.

I'd recommend the game if I thought there was any chance any of this would be fixed, but it doesn't look like that will happen.
As it is, it feels like a good core game but plays like an unfinished early access game.. Beautiful but expository.

It's a great casual game where you fly around and explore well rendered spaces. Unfortunately you can't do anything without
having to wade through inane text thats ostensibly explains the story. This game could be as brilliant as Journey, if only the devs
adopted the same form of storytelling that didn't involve constantly checking in with an NPC who only exists to try and explain
to you what's going on. Does it really need to be explained so explicitly? Just let the world speak for itself. I enjoy narrative-
based games but this just feels clunky. It doesn't kill the game, but it definitely doesn't help it at all.. I killed myself so many
times in this game, I recommend that you play this game with friends. Hey its a free game, why not?. 
https://youtu.be/Vvz2Re2D_oo

Combining a hidden object game with a zombie shooter may not be the worst idea out there, however in this case the
implementation squanders any potential the idea may have created.

The hidden object elements are undead simple with only a handful of objects to fine most are completed in less than a minute.
The 'Zombie Attack' interludes are a painful clickfest that requires no skill and a lot of luck to avoid getting stuck in a death
loop to make progress.. Brilliant game. I had fun the minute I started the action.

I were always hyping Landfall's games, and the first time I saw this on their channel, I did the same. Even as a side project, it
really shows some quality. Really simple, yes, but heap fast-paced action with nice humor lying in the ragdoll physics. The
gameplay is purely multiplayer, online or local, which means the more players the better!

I recommend this just as much as any other, and as stated before, the more players, the better!
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I have this. I have played it.

it is not a game. It is a terrifying experince.

This is some sort of conglomeration of code that looks like a tile game but is so entirely artifical that every moment you spend
looking at it makes you painfuly aware that you could be doing something else. ANYTHING ELSE.

It's hard to find a reason to play this game for even a few seconds.. best apps for animation. Simple yet fun game. Would be
cool if you could skip the stones on the water though! I haven't seen every map but it's neat from the ones I've seen. But yeah the
water stone skipping would add a lot I think. For the price, it's not too shabby.. A gem, a wonderful, marvelous, characterful
gem. This game is the perfect single player dmless D&D experience. If ever you wanted to play D&D, at home by yourself
when you couldn't find anyone to play with you this is what you want. The art by John Blanche is equal parts horrid and
charming, and brings the game to life between the pages. I'm in love with this game. There is really no better way to describe it
than utterly charming.. i don't like it. The game itslef is really good, i pllayed it on the Wii and finished it a few times, The port
however leaves much to be desired, there are no explainations of the controls and all the animations move really s l o w. I cant
figure out how to make them move at a normal speed, im not even sure if you can. once this game is better updated i'll probably
return, but until then it's just not up to par

Edit: I Have since gotten it working, the game sometimes suffers a framerate drop and some things are just a little buggy (like
one of the collectable picture in game being coded for a different picture) but it's still playable and nearly as fun as the original!.
Rage quit simulator, there's achievements for dying it's that difficult..... Had to buy a new keyboard to play other games, came
back to this one, had to buy another keyboard.....

10/10 would break keyboard again. A fun game utilizing one of the most awesome aspects of 40k, GIANT ROBOTS.
Since this is early access, I'm looking forward to whatever additions and changes are coming. As it stands though, it really shows
promise. A few things, though:

1) Additional maps would be really nice. Not to be picky, but "post-exterminatus hellscape with some buildings on it" is kinda
wearing on me.
2) Some animations (i.e. the Warhound's movement and certain rotating guns) are really rough. I know, early access. But it is
something to note.
3) The audio could use some balancing. Voice clips are almost always drowned out by weapon fire ("For the Empe-BLAM
BLAM BLAM BLAM"). I love this game, how about some F-117's - B-1\/B-2 Bombers. Keep building this game and never
stop.
******************************************************************************************************
******************************************************************************************************
******************************************************************************************************
******************************************************************************************************
***************************************************** I would keep giving stars but they do not make enough stars
for this game.
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